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“There! Look! Don’t scare him!”
The penguin waddled toward them, flat wings held out wide to balance its wobbly, bowling-pin body. The penguin came to just past their
knees, and its webbed feet went thop-thop-thop . . . thop-thop-thop
on the hard-packed ice and snow. Michael and Emma stood perfectly
still as the tiny bird maneuvered by them and disappeared around a
building.
“That’s the best thing I ever saw,” Emma said. “Ever.”
It was nine in the morning, and the sun had yet to rise. The temperature was only ten degrees below freezing, which was apparently
quite warm. The plane, whose pontoons doubled as skis, had landed
on a runway of compacted snow beside the outpost. The outpost itself
seemed like something you might find on the moon: nine or ten low
metal buildings, dome-shaped roofs studded with antennas, half-buried
tunnels snaking here and there.
It looked like a space station, Michael thought, or a giant hamster run.
Gabriel had made the children wait in the plane till he
returned with new cold-weather gear and their own clothes, which he’d
run through the dryer at the outpost laundry. It was fortunate that Dr.
Pym had given them warm clothes before coming to Malpesa, since the
outpost store did not cater to children. Gabriel had simply bought the
smallest sizes he could find, and Michael and Emma both got long

underwear, heavy parkas with fur-lined hoods, insulated snow pants to
go over their normal pants, thickly padded mittens, liners to go inside
the mittens, face masks and hats, and new, shell-like boots that fit over
their old boots. “Like boots for our boots,” Emma said. “Cool.”
Michael’s parka and pants just about fit him, but Gabriel had to cut off
the sleeves of Emma’s parka and the bottoms of her pants, the edges of
which he then sealed with heavy tape. When both children were
finally dressed, Michael felt as if he were embarking on an undersea
expedition or a journey into deep space. Emma looked at him and giggled.
“You look like Mr. Sausage.”
“So? You’re dressed the same.”
Then she tried to punch him, lost her balance, and fell over.
Even dressed as they were, when they stepped out of the plane,
Michael’s breath was ripped away by the cold. It was a kind of cold that
neither child had ever experienced, and they stood there, taking short
breaths, getting used to the cramped feeling in their lungs. It was then
that they saw the penguin, which Emma immediately named Derek,
and this put them in a good mood as they headed to the outpost café
to join Gabriel for breakfast.
The windows of the metal hut were steamed with heat, and the floor
was a steel grating through which the snow that people tramped inside
could melt away. There were a dozen tables, perhaps half of them full.
Gabriel and the pilot sat in the corner. Gabriel got the children trays
and plates and let them place their order—scrambled eggs, pancakes,
bacon, toast, hash browns—with the man at the grill. As Michael
pressed the button to fill his hot chocolate, he noticed the stares he

and Emma were getting. Gabriel had told them that the outpost was a
way station for scientists, oil workers, explorers, and traders from all
over Antarctica, but that children here were rare.
“We’ll leave as soon as we’ve eaten and the plane is fueled. The fewer
questions asked, the better.”
At the table, Gabriel and the pilot had laid out a large map of
Antarctica.
“Now,” Gabriel said to Michael, “as long as the weather holds,
Gustavo will fly us wherever we want. But you must tell us where to go.”
“It’s not easy,” Michael said. “It’s all in pieces in my mind. But the next
thing we’re looking for should be a pair of mountains. They’re really tall
and thin. There’re other mountains around them, but they’re the
biggest. And they’re right next to each other. Does that make sense?”
As Gabriel spoke to the pilot in Spanish, Michael saw that Emma
had already eaten both her pancakes and was half finished with her
eggs. He knew he’d better hurry or she’d start in on his breakfast. The
pilot was saying something to Gabriel and pointing to a spot on the map.
Michael could see a shaded area that he knew indicated mountains.
“He says,” Gabriel interpreted, “you mean the Horns. A pair of
mountains at the head of the Victoria Range. It is perhaps two hours
flying from here. What do we do when we get there?”
“There should be a cave between the two mountains,” Michael said
as he chewed through three pieces of bacon. “And there’re these rock
formations in front of the cave that make it look like a mouth with
huge teeth. The dead man called it the Dragon’s Mouth. He must’ve
called it that in his own language, but somehow I know that’s the
name.”

Gabriel spoke to the pilot, and the pilot replied and shook his head.
“He knows of no such cave, but that means nothing. What, then?”
“Then,” Michael said, fending off Emma’s fork, which was stabbing
at one of his pancakes, “there’s like a gap in the memory. I told you it
was all in pieces. But on the other side of the cave, we should find a
volcano. That’s where the Chronicle is hidden.”
Again, Gabriel spoke to the man. Again, the man said something
and shook his head. Then the pilot rolled up his map and walked out.
“He says,” Gabriel told the children, “that there is no volcano in
that region, and that this would be a thing he knows, since he has flown
all over this area. But he will fly us to the base of the Horns, and we will
see if we can find the cave. We must hope the weather holds.”
“There is a volcano,” Michael said stubbornly. “I know there is.”
Gabriel nodded. “I believe you. I am more worried about this cave.
These memories you inherited are more than two hundred years old. In
that time, there could have been landslides. Earthquakes. The cave
could be hidden or collapsed. But we shall see. Now eat. The sun will
soon be up.”
“I’m getting seconds,” Emma said. “Since Mr. Sausage here won’t
share.” And she picked up her syrup-smeared plate and carried it to
the grill.
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